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Abstract
Rationale and Objectives—Manual segmentation of brain tumors from magnetic resonance
(MR) images is a challenging and time-consuming task. The authors have developed an automated
system for brain tumor segmentation that provides objective, reproducible segmentations that are
close to the manual results. Additionally, the method segments white matter, grey matter,
cerebrospinal fluid, and edema. The segmentation of pathology and healthy structures is crucial for
surgical planning and intervention.
Material and Methods—The method performs the segmentation of a registered set of MR images
using an Expectation-Maximization scheme. The segmentation is guided by a spatial probabilistic
atlas that contains expert prior knowledge about brain structures. This atlas is modified with the
subject specific brain tumor prior that is computed based on contrast enhancement.
Results—Five cases with different types of tumors are evaluated. The results obtained from the
automatic segmentation program are then compared with results done using manual and semi-
automated methods. The automated method yields results that have surface distances roughly 1–4
millimeters compared to the manual results.
Conclusion—The automated method can be applied to different types of tumors. Although the
semi-automated method generates results that have higher level of agreement with the manual raters,
the automatic method has the advantage of requiring no user supervision.
Index Terms
Brain tumor segmentation; Expectation-Maximization; Level-set evolution; Spatial atlas
Introduction
The task of manually segmenting brain tumors from MR images is generally time-consuming
and difficult. In most settings, the task is done by marking the tumor regions slice-by-slice,
which limits the human rater’s view and generates jaggy images as in Figure 1. Manual
segmentation is also typically done largely based on a single image with intensity enhancement
provided by an injected contrast agent. As a result, the segmented images are less than optimal.
An automatic or semi-automatic segmentation method is desirable as it reduces the load on the
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human raters and generates segmentations that take the information within the entire 3D
multiparameter images into account.
The process of automatically segmenting medical images, as opposed to natural scenes, has
the significant advantage that structural and intensity characteristics are well known up to a
natural biological variability or the presence of pathology. The most common class of methods
is pixel- or voxel-based statistical classification using multiparameter images (1,2). These
methods do not consider global shape and boundary information. Applied to brain tumor
segmentation, classification approaches have met with only limited success (3,4) due to
overlapping intensity distributions of healthy tissue, tumor, and surrounding edema. Often,
lesions or tumors were considered as outliers of a mixture Gaussian model for the global
intensity distribution (5,6), assuming that lesion voxels are distinctly different from normal
tissue characteristics. Other approaches involve interactive segmentation tools (7),
mathematical morphology (8), or calculation of texture differences between normal and
pathological tissue (9).
A geometric prior can be used by atlas-based segmentation, which regards segmentation as a
registration problem in which a fully labeled, template MR volume is registered to an unknown
dataset. High-dimensional warping results in a one-to-one correspondence between the
template and subject images, resulting in a new, automatic segmentation. These methods
require elastic registration of images to account for geometrical distortions produced by
pathological processes. Such registration remains challenging and is not yet solved for the
general case.
Warfield et al. (10,11) combined elastic atlas registration with statistical classification. Elastic
registration of a brain atlas helped to mask the brain from surrounding structures. A further
step uses “distance from brain boundary” as an additional feature to improve separation of
clusters in multidimensional feature space. Initialization of probability density functions still
requires a supervised selection of training regions. The core idea, namely to augment statistical
classification with spatial information to account for the overlap of distributions in intensity
feature space, is part of the new method presented in this paper.
Wells et al. (12) introduced expectation maximization (EM) as an iterative method that
interleaves classification with bias field correction. Van Leemput et al. (13,14) extended the
concept and developed automatic segmentation of MR images of normal brains by statistical
classification, using an atlas prior for initialization and also for geometric constraints. A most
recent extension detects brain lesions as outliers (15) and was successfully applied for detection
of multiple sclerosis lesions. Brain tumors, however, can’t be simply modeled as intensity
outliers due to overlapping intensities with normal tissue and/or significant size.
We propose a fully automatic method for segmenting MR images presenting tumor and edema,
both mass-effect and infiltrating structures. This method builds on the previously published
work done by Van Leemput, et al. (13,14). Additionally, tumor and edema classes are added
to the segmentation as was done by Moon et al. (16). The spatial atlas that is used as a prior in
the classification is modified to include prior probabilities for tumor and edema. Our method
provides a full classification of brain tissue into white matter, grey matter, cerebrospinal fluid
(csf), tumor, and edema. Because the method is fully automatic, its results are fully reproducible
in repeated trials.
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Tumor Characteristics and Assumptions
Brain tumors are difficult to segment because they have a wide range of appearance and effect
on surrounding structures. The following are some of the general characteristics of brain
tumors: a) vary greatly in size and position, b) vary greatly in image intensities as seen by MRI,
c) may have overlapping intensities with normal tissue, d) may be space occupying (new tissue
that moves normal structure) or infiltrating (changing properties of existing tissue), e) may
enhance fully, partially, or not at all, with contrast agent, f) may be accompanied by surrounding
edema (swelling).
To make the problem more tractable, we made some simplifying assumptions and focus only
on a subset of tumor types. Tumors are assumed to be ring enhancing or fully enhancing with
contrast agent. Furthermore, we assume that the tumor does not cause extreme deformation of
normal brain tissues. The deformations should be embodied in the variability represented by
the probabilistic brain atlas. For example, the ventricles should not be pushed widely across
the midline. The method requires that both enhancing and non-enhancing parts of the tumor
have similar appearance characteristics in the T1 pre-contrast intensities and the T2 intensities.
The major tumor classes that fall in this category, and hence are the tumor types that we have
focused on, are meningiomas and malignant gliomas. The basic characteristics of meningiomas
are a) smooth boundaries b) normally space occupying and c) smoothly and fully enhancing
with contrast agent. The basic characteristics of malignant gliomas are a) ragged boundaries,
b) initially only in white matter, possibly later spreading outside white matter, c) margins
enhance with contrast agent, inside doesn’t, d) accompanied by edema, and e) infiltrating at
first, possibly becoming space occupying when larger. We also assume that all the datasets
contain a T1 pre-contrast image, a T1 post-contrast image, and a T2 image.
Spatial Atlas
The segmentation algorithm uses a spatial probabilistic brain atlas (17) as shown in Figure 2.
The brain atlas was created by averaging manual segmentations of normal brains that have
been registered using affine transformation. The atlas performs two critical functions: it
provides spatial prior probabilities and it is used to estimate the initial intensity distribution
parameters for the normal tissue classes. For each dataset, the three different image channels
are first registered to a common space and then registered to the brain atlas. The registration
process is done using affine transformation and the mutual information metric (18). Since the
atlas is a normal brain atlas, it does not contain the prior probabilities for the tumor and edema.
It is necessary to obtain prior probabilities for tumor and edema. Otherwise, the voxels would
be incorrectly classified as normal tissue. The problem is tackled by artificially generating prior
probabilities for tumor and edema.
The tumor prior probability image is generated from the difference of the T1 post-contrast and
the T1 pre-contrast images, Idiff = IT1 post − IT1pre. This difference image (Figure 3) is then
converted to probability values through histogram analysis. The histogram shows a peak
around zero, with a positive response corresponding to contrast enhancement. We model the
histogram using two Gaussian distributions corresponding to noise and a gamma distribution
for the contrast enhancement (Figure 4). The noise in the image is represented with two
Gaussian distributions based on the analysis of the difference image histogram of the datasets
we have available. We have observed that the noise component can be well represented by a
Gaussian with a large width and another one with a small width. The means of the two Gaussian
distributions and the location parameter of the gamma distribution are constrained to be equal.
From the model, we then compute a mapping that converts the difference image into a
probabilistic measure of enhancement. The posterior probability of the gamma distribution is
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used as the map function (Figure 5), which is essentially a soft threshold on the difference
image. It is important to note that after the T1 post-contrast image is used with the pre-contrast
image to generate the tumor prior it is no longer used in the segmentation process. The
classification is done using the information from T1 and T2 images only. We also maintain a
low base probability of tumor (5%) throughout the brain region. This allows the non-enhancing
tumor voxels to still be classified as tumor, provided that they have the same T1 and T2 intensity
characteristics as the enhancing tumor voxels.
The contrast enhancement is generally not constrained to only the tumor regions. In most cases,
the blood vessels will also be enhanced with the contrast agent. This can cause many
misclassifications if left undetected. It is therefore necessary to impose a shape constraint on
the tumor prior. To remove the thin, sharp features of the blood vessels we apply a region
competition level-set evolution method (19). This constraint forces the structure within the
tumor prior probabilities to be relatively smooth and blobby (Figure 6).
Unlike tumor structures, there is no spatial prior for edema. In general, we have found that
edema is mostly found in white matter regions. Therefore, the spatial prior used for edema is
a fraction of the white matter prior (20%, obtained experimentally). After the generation of the
tumor and edema priors, all the prior probabilities are scaled so that the sum of probabilities
at each voxel sum to 1 (Figure 7).
Expectation Maximization Segmentation
The prior probabilities from the atlas and the ones generated for tumor and edema are then
passed along with the T1 and T2 images as inputs to the segmentation algorithm. The
segmentation algorithm used is the EM segmentation algorithm developed by Van Leemput,
et al. (13,14). The method estimates both the probability density functions of the brain tissue
classes and the MR bias field or intensity inhomogeneity. The tissue classes are modeled using
a normal or Gaussian distribution. The bias field is assumed to be multiplicative. By applying
a logarithmic transform on the image intensities it can be treated as an additive effect. A
polynomial function ΣCk φk(x) is used to model the bias field, where x indicates a voxel’s 3D
location, φk the polynomial basis functions, and Ck the coefficients. The basis functions used
are polynomials up to degree four. The probability that a voxel with intensity features y at
location x belongs to class j is then p(y|Γ = j) = Gσj(y − μj − ΣCk φk (x)), with μj and σj as the
mean and covariance for the normal distribution.
The Expectation Maximization segmentation (EMS) algorithm interleaves probability
distribution estimation for each tissue class, classification, and bias field correction. The
probability distributions are initialized using the digital brain atlas. The algorithm then
iteratively
1. classifies the MR data using the current probability distribution and bias field
estimates,
2. updates the bias field estimate using the classification,
3. re-estimates the probability distributions from the bias corrected data
until the probability distributions converge. This method is inspired by the classic EM approach
and the seminal work by Wells, et al. (12). However, adding the bias correction stage causes
it to deviate from a pure EM scheme.
The initialization of the distribution parameters for edema is different from the other classes.
As stated previously, there is no spatial prior for edema and a fraction of the white matter prior
is used. The white matter prior will generally yield a poor estimate of the edema distribution
parameters. The edema parameters are estimated after the estimation of the normal tissue
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parameters. Using prior knowledge of the properties of edema, we initialize the mean for the
edema distribution to be between the mean for white matter and csf. Figure 8 illustrates the
intensity distributions for each class. Analysis of the scatterplot would show that this initial
mean estimate is reasonably close to the true mean for the edema class.
Results
We have applied our automatic segmentation method to five tumor cases. The tool classifies
the whole brain into healthy and pathological regions as shown in Figure 9. The validation of
the method is done with the tumor volumes. For each case, we have two sets of manual
segmentations, the second one done by the same rater more than three months after the first.
The first set of manual segmentations is chosen as a gold standard for the purpose of evaluating
the method. As another measure of performance, we also compared the manual segmentation
results with the segmentations generated by a semi-automatic segmentation tool that uses level-
set evolution (19). The semi-automatic segmentations are generated from the T1 contrast
difference image with the user specifying the rough estimate of the tumor location by placing
bubbles in the 3D volume. The tool uses this contrast difference image as a foreground/
background probability and evolves a smooth surface capturing the tumor boundary. The
volumes of the tumor structures for each case are shown in Table 1.
The software used for the evaluation is VALMET (20). VALMET is used to generate two
different classes of metrics for comparing two segmentations. The first metric class measures
the volume of overlap between the two segmentations. The second metric class computes
distances between the surfaces of the segmented structures. Two overlap measures are used.
The first compares the volume of intersection with the combined volume, . The second
compares the volume of intersection with the first volume, . If we treat the first
segmentation as the gold standard, the second overlap measure ignores the false positives in
segmentation B. Both overlap measures have a range of values between 0 (complete
disagreement) and 1 (complete agreement). The surface distances used for this evaluation are
the average surface distances with inward and outward direction (relative to the first segmented
object), the average surface distance (absolute, both inward and outward), and the median
surface distance.
The reliability of the manual segmentations is shown in Table 2. For all five cases, there is
high degree of overlap and only 1 mm or less average surface distance. Thus, the intra-rater
reliability of the manual segmentations is high. Table 3 shows the comparison between the
manual segmentation results and the results generated by the semi-automatic level-set
evolution tool. The resulting volumes tend to be smaller than manual segmentation volumes,
which is reflected in the lower overlap measures and larger surface distance measures. Table
1 also indicates this fact. As shown in Table 4, the performance of the automatic method is
consistently below that of the semi-automatic method. However, the automatic segmentation
method has the advantage that it has no requirement of user interaction. For the first three of
the five cases, the relatively low performance appears to be mainly caused by the number of
false positives that the algorithm generates. For visual inspection, we have generated both the
2D and 3D views of the segmented structures generated by the automatic algorithm for the
Tumor020 data (Figure 9). On average, the unsupervised segmentation process for one dataset
takes 1 hour and 40 minutes on a 2GHz Intel Xeon machine. The user time required for setting
up the segmentation parameters is normally less than 5 minutes.
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We have developed a model-based segmentation method for segmenting head MR image
datasets with tumors and infiltrating edema. This is achieved by extending the spatial prior of
a statistical normal human brain atlas with individual information derived from the patient’s
dataset. Thus, we combine the statistical geometric prior with image-specific information for
both geometry of newly appearing objects, and probability density functions for healthy tissue
and pathology. Applications to five tumor patients with variable tumor appearance
demonstrated that the procedure could handle large variation of tumor size, interior texture,
and locality. The automatic procedure was compared to tumor segmentation by manual
outlining and by using semi-automated level-set evolution tool. However, the significant
benefits are increased efficiency and the segmentation of the whole brain structure including
healthy tissue, tumor, and edema. Embedding tumor and edema into the proper three-
dimensional anatomical context is crucial for planning, intervention, and monitoring.
The automatic method has a lower level of agreement with the human experts compared to the
semi-automatic method. However, it generates a fully reproducible whole brain segmentation
with embedded pathology and requires a lower degree of user supervision. The full brain
segmentation provides anatomical context that may help in therapy planning and detecting
deviation from normal. The clinical consequences of the lower level of agreement with the
manual raters cannot be fully explored due to the limited number of cases. The results have
been used in the analysis of vessel attributes in tumor volumes (21,22). Compared to the results
obtained with manual tumor segmentations, we observed no significant difference.
The lower agreement with the manual rater can be explained in terms of the underlying model.
This method does voxel-by-voxel classification as opposed to a human rater who uses high-
level human vision coupled with specialized domain knowledge. Discrimination by voxel
intensities and the simplified geometric model for tumor shape cannot cope with tumors that
have complex appearance and ambiguous boundaries. Furthermore, the lack of a true gold
standard for healthy tissue and tumor is an inherent problem for validation.
In our future work, we will study the issue of deformation of normal anatomy in the presence
of space-occupying tumors. Within the range of tumors studied so far, the soft boundaries of
the statistical atlas (Figure 2) could handle spatial deformation. However, we will develop a
scheme for high dimensional warping of multichannel probability data to get a better match
between atlas and deformed patient images.
The VALMET validation software and the SNAP level-set evolution segmentation software
are available for free download through the MIDAG homepage: http://midag.cs.unc.edu.
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Gadolinium contrast enhanced T1-weighted MR image (sagittal view) and the manual tumor
segmentation result. Please note the “striping” effect due to segmenting the tumor slice-by-
slice in axial direction (Tumor031 data).
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The ICBM digital brain atlas. From left to right: white matter probabilities, grey matter
probabilities, csf probabilities, and the T1 template.
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Computation of the difference image from registered T1 post-contrast and pre-contrast images.
From left to right: T1 post-contrast, T1 pre-contrast, and the difference image with tumor that
appears bright (Tumor020 data).
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Left: The T1 post-contrast and pre-contrast difference image histogram and the fitted model.
Right: The three distributions that compose the histogram model.
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The gamma posterior probability function computed from the T1 post-contrast and pre-contrast
difference image histogram.
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Left: The tumor spatial prior probabilities generated from the difference image. Right: The
tumor prior after enforcing the smoothness constraint.
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The spatial prior probability maps generated for Tumor020. From left to right: white matter,
grey matter, csf, tumor, and edema.
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Top left: T1-weighted image. Top middle: T2-weighted image. Top right: labels from manual
segmentation. Bottom: scatterplot of the T1 and T2 intensity features for Tumor020 based on
the manual segmentation labels. The horizontal axis represents T2 intensities and the vertical
axis represents T1 intensities.
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Automatic segmentation result for the Tumor020 data. Left: T1 post-contrast image (for
reference). Middle: Labels generated by the automatic method. Right: 3D view of the
segmented tumor structure and cortical surface.
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Table 1
The volumes of the segmented tumor structure generated using different methods, measured in mm3.
Case Manual 1 Manual 2 Semi-automatic Automatic
Tumor020 35578.6 35114.5 33436.2 43052.3
Tumor022 24290.8 25215.8 22342.6 27305.6
Tumor025 24742.4 27802 26093.6 45800.4
Tumor031 72503 76842 65881 67907
Tumor032 56262.3 56807.4 47984.9 41925.3
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